Group theoretical methods and k · p theory are combined to determine spin-dependent contributions to the effective conduction band Hamiltonian. To obtain the constants in the effective Hamiltonian, in general all invariants of the Hamiltonian have to be determined. Hence, we present a systematic approach to keep track of all possible invariants and apply it to the k·p Hamiltonian of crystals with zinc-blende symmetry, in order to find all possible contributions to effective quantities such as effective mass, g-factor and Dresselhaus constant. Additional spin-dependent contributions to the effective Hamiltonian arise in the presence of strain. In particular, with regard to the constants C 3 and D which describe spin-splitting linear in the components of k and ε, considering all possible terms allowed by symmetry is crucial.
I. INTRODUCTION
An effective description of bulk electrons and holes is crucial for the development and understanding of semiconductor based devices. The standard model for the calculation of the band structure E(k) close to the fundamental band gap is the k · p theory [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , or for quantum heterostructures its generalization, the envelope-function approximation. The full k · p Hamiltonian yields the exact description of the carriers in a periodic potential. Since it is an infinite-dimensional matrix, approximations are inevitable in order to diagonalize it.
A very successful method is the limitation to bands close to the fundamental band gap. The most prominent ones are the 8 × 8 and the 14 × 14 Kane models, which include the valence and conduction band, and a second conduction band, respectively [7] . Contributions from distant bands are usually taken into account by means of quasi-degenerate perturbation theory ("Löwdin partitioning" [8] ; a brief summary of this approach is given in appendix B of Ref. 9 ) in second order. For the description of larger regions in the first Brillouin zone more bands have to be taken into account, and higher-band models, like a 30-band model [6, 10, 11] , have been developed.
The effect of strain on the band structure was first examined by Bir and Pikus [12] within a 6-band model, and later generalized to higher-band models which also include strain-dependent terms originating from the spin-orbit interaction [13, 14] .
In order to diagonalize such a finite-dimensional k · p Hamiltonian, all matrix elements have to be determined. Due to the crystal symmetry, not all of them are independent, and by applying group theoretical methods, identical as well as vanishing matrix elements can be identified. Within k · p theory, the non-vanishing materix elements ("invariants") are considered as parameters; they have to be obtained experimentally or by different theories, e.g., density functional theory. Although the numerical diagonalization of finite k·p Hamiltonians with a number of bands larger than 30 is a trivial task for today's computers, increasing the number of bands leads to an increasing number of independent invariants. These invariants, however, are usually not easily obtained. Thus, instead of increasing the number of bands, remote bands are often taken into account by quasi-degenerate perturbation theory.
In simple k·p models the spin-orbit interaction is neglected, and all invariants are given by the non-vanishing matrix elements of the momentum operator p. In more elaborated models including spin-orbit interaction, electromagnetic fields, or strain, a considerable number of additional invariants has to be considered. Hence, in section II we present a systematic approach which is independent of the selected symmetry group to keep track of all possibilities. Subsequently, in sections III-V we apply this formulation to the k · p Hamiltonian of the zinc-blende structure to re-derive the effective mass m c and g-factor of the conduction band electrons, as well as the constants C 3 and D describing strain-dependent spin-splitting. A brief conclusion is given in section VI. Some technical details are presented in three appendices.
The partitioning technique in quasi-degenerate perturbation theory was developed in a series of papers by Löwdin, see Ref. 15 and references therein. While our focus in this work is on his approach, which is predominantly used in the context of k · p theory, we also wish to mention other relevant developments [16, 17] . In brief, Brandow's [16] and Lindgrens's [17] approaches can be characterized as generalizations of Brillouin-Wigner and Rayleigh-Schrödinger perturbation theory, respectively. Differences between the various schemes become apparent only in higher order. In particular, Lindgren's expansion obeys the linked-cluster theorem in each order which implies the correct particle-number scaling in any finite order. A detailed discussion and comparison of Brandow's and Lindgren's schemes, as well as an application to a relevant correlated-electron model, was presented recently [18] .
II. THEORY
In this work we concentrate on the influence of symmetry on various effective Hamiltonians within the framework of k · p theory. First, we briefly recall some group theoretical concepts, but refer the reader to the literature (Refs. 19-22) for more details. As a start we consider the general HamiltonianĤ
where µ, γ, and o refer to the irreducible representation, the components of the operator with respect to the irreducible represenation, and the repetition index: the latter is introduced to describe cases where the same irreducible representation appears more than once. The operatorsÔ µ o;γ transform according tô
under the symmetry operationP g of the group element g, and D 
Symmetry arguments imply that only those terms of the matrix elements H 
i.e., into a product of an invariant I αβ;µ o;ij , which is independent of γ, δ, and δ ′ , and X αβ;µ γ;δδ ′ which denotes the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. In the above, (α, i, δ) and (β, j, δ ′ ) are the matrix indices, written in the appropriate compound form. Generally a multiplicity index is required in Eq. (4) (and has been taken into account in appendix B where further details about the matrices X are given). In order to keep the notation "lean", we have dropped this index in the main text, as it would appear only in the explicit expressions given at the end of section III, namely Eqs. (22) and (23) . The invariants can be obtained by 
For an infinite number of bands the matrix I , which contain the information on the symmetry group. This separation can be directly translated into each block of the Hamiltonian,
where ⊗ denotes the direct product. Note that Eq. (6) is a short-hand version of Eq. (4).
The fact that this separation keeps its form even after applying quasi-degenerate Löwdin perturbation theory [8, 15] , renders it especially convenient for calculating, e.g., the effective mass or the effective g-factor of the charge carriers. Up to second-order, the Hamiltonian for the degenerate Γ α i bands is then given by the following expression:
III. EFFECTIVE CONDUCTION BAND HAMILTONIANS WITHOUT STRAIN
Each symmetry of a crystal structure corresponds to a specific feature in the energy spectrum, i.e., at points of symmetry bands are degenerate. In semiconductors, the splitting of energy bands in the vicinity of such points can efficiently be described within k · p theory which involves an expansion of the energy spectrum in terms of the Bloch states of this symmetry point. Instead of calculating the energy spectrum E i (k) of each band independently, within k · p theory a different approach commonly is used. With the help of quasi-degenerate perturbation theory, Eq. (7), all bands of the considered energy spectrum are decoupled from remote bands resulting in effective HamiltoniansĤ i (k). The energy spectrum can then be obtained by diagonalizingĤ i (k).
We apply the general considerations of section II to the k · p Hamiltonian of an electron in a crystal with zinc-blende structure. Information on the corresponding symmetry group
can be found in the literature (see, e.g., Refs. 9, 20, 22, 24-26).
Without strain, the Hamiltonian is given by [7, 9, 13, 27, 28] :
In order to apply perturbation theory, one has to split the above Hamiltonian in an unperturbed part and a small perturbation. In the literature [7, 9, 13] this is often done by declaringĤ 0 the unperturbed part and the rest as perturbation. Unfortunately, this choice has the disadvantage that it leads to higher-order contributions to effective quantities such as the effective mass, due to a coupling betweenĤ 0 and the spin-orbit partĤ so . To avoid these complications, we chooseĤ 0 +Ĥ so as unperturbed part, and
Let us now consider the effective Hamiltonian of the bands with Γ 6 symmetry, with the most prominent representative being the conduction band. The trivial HamiltonianĤ II is already diagonal, hence we need only pay attention toĤ III andĤ IV . Both Hamiltonians contain the same parameter K 5 III = K 5 IV = k, thus we combine their operators as follows:
which transform according to Γ 5 .
For the conduction band in first-order perturbation theory, symmetry allows only operators which transform according to Γ 1 or Γ 4 . Hence, the first contributions fromĤ III andĤ IV to the effective Hamiltonian of a |Γ 6 i band arise only in second-order perturbation theory, and are given by (B = i k × k/e): 
which defines the effective mass, and 
the effective g-factor. Hence, up to second order -without an external magnetic field -there is no spin-splitting for bands with Γ 6 symmetry. However, a spin-dependent splitting arises in higher order. The lowest-order term that leads to such a spin-splitting is called the cubic
This contribution to the effective Hamiltonian couples the motion of the electrons in Γ 6 bands to their spin. The structure of Eq. (6) is very convenient for finding the relevant matrix products which are responsible for the cubic Dresselhaus term. These are:
where Einstein's summation convention is implied. Note that for the derivation of these matrix products, no information about the invariants is necessary. Moreover, this selection of the relevant matrix products is directly conferred upon the invariants. The material constant of the Dresselhaus term is thus readily given by 
where once again the expression holds for arbitrary bands with Γ 6 symmetry. See appendix B for an explanation of the superscript "(b)" in Eqs. (22) and (23).
IV. STRAIN INDUCED SPIN-ORBIT SPLITTING
In this section we include strain effects which lead, in addition to the Dresselhaus term, to spin-orbit coupling. In the presence of linear strain the symmetry of the crystal and thus of the potential V 0 (r) → V ε (r) is reduced. The symmetry of the unstrained crystal can, however, be restored by following the method of Bir and Pikus [12, 13, 29] who instead of deforming the crystal consider a deformed coordinate system. The potential V ε then has the same periodicity as the potential in the absence of strain, and can be expanded in terms of ε. As a consequence of the coordinate transformation, there are additional strain-dependent terms in the Hamiltonian,Ĥ →Ĥ +D 0 +D k·p +D so +D ′ so . Up to first order in strain they are [13] 
with
Since all symmetry operations of the unstrained Hamiltonian still apply, the influence of strain on the energy spectrum E(k, ε) can again be derived according to Eq. (7). Nevertheless, since the additional terms in the Hamiltonian are limited to first order in strain, we also restrict ourselves to terms linear in ε in the effective Hamiltonian. In order to derive this effective Hamiltonian, additional invariants, and thus the symmetry properties of the operators of the strain-dependent Hamiltonians, have to be determined.
Considering the symmetry properties of the strain tensor, there are three different sym-metry adapted strain components:
In first order only operators with Γ 1 or Γ 4 symmetry need to be considered. As the strain tensor is symmetric, there is no operatorÔ 
arises. As a consequence, linear strain is not able to lift the degeneracy of Γ 6 bands at the gamma point.
Next we consider linear combinations of the k vector and the strain tensor ε. With the three components of k, and the six independent ones of ε, there are a total of 18 different combinations k i ε jl . Thus there are also 18 independent components of the parameters K µ kε;γ . Regarding the direct product of the irreducible representations
, there is either one combination transforming according to Γ 1 and Γ 3 , two according to Γ 4 , and three according to Γ 5 . The parameters needed for the conduction band are:
The resulting effective Hamiltonians therefore are:
andĤ 6;4
where we introduced the material constants 
So far we considered general bands with Γ 6 symmetry. If, in addition, time reversal invariance is imposed, see the next section, it is apparent that b i vanishes; compare Eq. (37).
V. S-LIKE CONDUCTION BAND
The bands with Γ 6 symmetry considered so far (cf. appendix A) consist in general of a spatial part with Γ 1 and Γ 4 symmetry. The conduction band, however, is usually assumed to be "s"-like, and consists therefore only of a spatial part with |Γ 1 c symmetry (η 4 c = 0). Taking this restriction into account, not every term in the above operators is able to contribute to its corresponding invariant. Instead of discussing this point for every material constant derived above, we focus on the constants D c and C 3;c which describe the coupling strength of a strain-dependent spin-splitting.
To determine the non-vanishing terms, the operatorsÔ kε2;cc of the second material constant C 3;c , however, is non-zero, and the corresponding spatial operator is given bŷ
As the first-order contribution is prohibited by symmetry, the material constant D c has to arise in second-order perturbation theory which couples the invariants ofÔ 
VI. CONCLUSION
The general approach described in section II enables a systematic derivation of all invariants. This is particularly important for all finite-band models as well as for k · p models which include remote bands by quasi-degenerate perturbation theory. We demonstrated this by discussing the strain-dependent spin-splitting contributions to the effective conduction band Hamiltonian.
As an important result, we find, in particular, that the constant D c can only arise from the invariants ofÔ 5 VIa;1 , i.e., a part of the first term of the HamiltonianĤ VI ; this term, however, has been neglected in previous works [13, 14, 29] . Hence, in these previous studies there is no spin-splitting of the type (41), and D c = 0. In contrast, the experiments of Refs. [30] [31] [32] [33] show that D c is non-zero, though by a factor of ∼ 100 smaller than C 3 . The experimental result thus indicates that either the invariants ofÔ 5 VIa;1 are not negligible; or that the general assumption of a pure s-like conduction band is not valid. This question can, in principle, be decided theoretically by a more detailed calculation which would require, however, a precise determination of the single-particle pseudo potential V 0 (r), e.g., based on density functional theory. The results of such a study, which is beyond the scope of the present work, would thus allow a direct calculation of the invariants based on the solution of the HamiltonianĤ 0 +Ĥ so .
In summary, this work shows that band parameters can be obtained in a convenient way by a consequent treatment in terms of symmetry arguments. This becomes especially obvious in the presence of strain where the invariants of higher-order tensor operators (in H VI , e.g., fourth order) have to be calculated.
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Appendix A: Basis states
In crystals with zinc-blende structure the eigenstates have to transform either according to Γ 6 , Γ 7 , or Γ 8 , respectively. The states used in this work are given as follows:
.
In the states above we used the notation Γ α i
where l µ denotes the dimension of D Γ µ γγ ′ , h the order of the group, and the asterisk complex conjugation. This operator has the property to project any quantityÔ κ λ ontoÔ µ γ provided µ = κ and γ ′ = λ, more precisely:P
γγ to the Hamiltonian (1) twice, we obtain:
According to Eq. (3) each symmetry operation applied to a basis state |Γ α i (δ) leaves the band index i as well as the index µ of the irreducible representation unchanged. If the irreducible representation Γ µ is contained in the direct product of Γ α ⊗ Γ β , the above expression can be written as follows:
for all combinations ij and αβ. On the other hand, if the irreducible representation Γ µ is not contained in the direct product of Γ α ⊗ Γ β , all matrix elements of H αβ ij are zero. Hence, each matrix X αβ;µ γ;λλ ′ can be obtained from Eq. (B3). Note that if Γ µ is contained in Γ α ⊗ Γ β more than once, each appearance of Γ µ corresponds to an invariant and a matrix. If needed, we take these mutual independent invariants and matrices formally into account by replacing µ → µ(ρ). All matrices X are in accordance with their definition, Eq. (B3), orthogonal and normalized in the following sense:
Note that the definition of the matrices X depends on the choice of the matrices D Γ µ γγ ′ (g) which are not unique and can differ by a similarity transformation. This ambiguity, however, is, except for a trivial phase factor e iφ , lifted by the choice of basis with respect to the crystallographic orientation.
All matrices X for the double group T d ⊗D 1/2 , used in this work, were chosen to coincideup to a normalizing prefactor -with the matrices of Refs. 9 and 26, except for the matrices J γ and J 
For the operators with Γ 4 and Γ 5 symmetry only the first component is given, the remaining components are obtained by cyclic permutation of all indices. * ulrich.eckern@physik.uni-augsburg.de
